Testing Instructions:
EHR Implementers - End to End

Overview
After the previous test packages have been completed, baseline functionality has been established, and it is time to finalize the last steps before production operations begin. These last steps usually mean the involvement of the relevant Public Health Agency (PHA) for the jurisdiction, the involved healthcare organization, an EHR vendor, and the AIMS eCR team.

Here are some considerations as you move forward:

- **PHA Engagement** - At this point, you should have already communicated your intent to participate in Electronic Case Reporting (eCR) with your PHA. So now it is time to notify them you are ready to begin content testing.

- **Content Testing** - The testing process will vary jurisdiction to jurisdiction, but you will likely run through various tests to confirm the validity of the reported content. Test eCR documents will be delivered to your PHA via the test connection you established with AIMS previously.

- **Moving to Production** - AIMS will support the move to production, however both the Provider and PHA must agree on the appropriate time and process for this move. Once this has been agreed upon, please contact us at support.informatics@aphl.org for next steps.